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A Parliamentary forum for Media and Marketing Debate 

 

Will the UK remain the pre-eminent advertising hub on the world stage? 

 
According to Steve Davies, Chief Executive of the Advertising Producers Association, 

despite Brexit “The deep-seated advantages that the UK has in people, business 

infrastructure, creativity, competitiveness and London’s status as Europe’s only global 

mega city will prevail”. He was proposing the motion ‘Despite Brexit, the UK will be the 

pre-eminent advertising hub on the world stage for years to come’, at the Debating 

Group debate on 1 April 2019 at the House of Commons. The debate was sponsored 

jointly by the Advertising Association and the UK Chapter of the International 

Advertising Association and chaired by Ian Lucas, MP for Wrexham. 
 
Steve Davies does not believe Brexit is a good idea but does believe in the extraordinary track record, 

cultural and business foundations and resilience that make London and the UK a success and that will 

continue to do so. He stressed that while London is unique and key we must always keep in mind the 

strength of the UK as a whole – 57% of those working in advertising in the UK work outside London.  

 

His reasons for supporting the motion fell into four headings: UK advertising’s world renown; the 

unique talent pool here; a more technologically advanced economy than our competitors; and our 

unique business and creative cultures. 

 

The UK’s worldwide fame 

Steve Davies recounted that he had just returned from the Tokyo London Advertising Forum 2019 in 

Japan. “As with other overseas markets, it is easy for us to engage everyone we wish to engage – 

ECDs, heads of production, agency management – because representing London advertising overseas 

is like being a Ferrari salesman”.  

 

Since 2005 there have been only two years in which the UK did not win the Film or Film Craft 

categories –  and Film Craft was only introduced in 2010 – so perhaps 2007, which along with 2014 

was the only year we failed to take the top prize – would have delivered that too. That is a Grand Prix 

in film or film craft in 11 years out of 13! No wonder they are keen to meet us. The competition has 

got tougher, but industry has raised its game. 

 

UK advertising is valued highly by the world.  Advertising service exports by the UK were £6.9 

billion year for the year ending 31 December 2017 – up by 18% on the previous year – in the first full 

year after the Brexit vote – and nearly tripling in ten years – and the growth is much faster than that of 

other key UK exports e.g. financial services at 8%. It is not just UK agencies and production 

companies that rank as the best, but editors, sound designers and VFX – UK companies dominate the 

market in the US too and are multiple award winning across all sectors – The Mill, MPC and 

Framestore have all won Oscars for best VFX. 
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A unique talent pool 

Global cities require diversity and London is the most diverse city  in the world with its executives 

drawn from 95 nationalities from 134 countries – according to Deloittes report, ‘Global cities, global 

talent’ and it added 235,000 executive jobs in the two years to the publication of the report (2016) –  

much more than any other city. EU migrants have been part of that but they will still come after 

Brexit – they will be able to come for the skilled jobs we engage them for e.g. in visual effects. 

Legislation will affect non-skilled labour, not skilled.  According to Migration Watch, they are a 

relatively small part of total immigration.  In the year ended September 2018, 318,000 people 

migrated to the UK (net figure excluding returning Britains) and of those 57,000 were from the EU 

and 261,000 were non-EU. 

 

We draw talent from outside the EU.  For instance, South America is an important provider of top 

talent. Mother is the new Campaign agency of the year. Its Joint ECDs and partners, Hermeti and Ana 

Balerin, are Brazilian. Other examples are Juan Cabral at Fallon, who wrote and directed Cadbury’s 

Gorilla an award winning film that brilliantly represents UK creativity and the contributions new 

perspectives have made to it; Guilmmermo Vega, the CCO of Saatchi’s is from Argentina; André 

Laurentino, the Global ECD for Unilever at Ogilvy is Brazilian and many others are in senior creative 

roles. 

 

A technological advanced economy 

Steve Davies went on to show that British economy is more technologically advanced than 

competitors. Advertising is increasingly online and the UK leads the world technologically – we 

always think we are behind but we are not. In Japan play-out is still via the delivery of a tape!  58% of 

UK adspend of £22.2 billion is online – very significantly ahead of Germany. E-commerce 

expenditure is the highest per capita of any G20 country.  

 

London is the pre-eminent hub for tech venture capital in Europe, attracting £4.1 billion in 2018, 

compared with £1.1b for Paris, £0.8 billion for Berlin and £0.3 billion for Amsterdam. UK is also 

more advanced in smart phone adoption, 4G connectivity and several other measures. 

 

The Oxford-Cambridge-London axis is a creative tech hub that is bringing in overseas investment, 

particularly from China that sees accessing it as critical to its own growth. Steve Davies suggested 

that we are not seeing good news anywhere though because it does not fit our narrative. According to 

Dr Pippa Malmgren, US Founder of H Robotics, “Britain has achieved a degree of competitiveness 

that Britain doesn’t realise. The Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR), a leading 

think tank, has found that the sector reached 14.4% of gross value added last year.  

 

“What happens after Brexit? The idea that Britain simply slides into the North Sea and sinks does not 

make any sense. Britain will be more successful than ever due to its legal framework and 

competitiveness. Mexico is winning work from China – it is cheaper and has higher standards – and 

the country it is most keen on a trade deal with is the UK". 

 

Unique creative and business culture 

Steve Davies extolled London’s creative culture.  London and the UK are famous – ranked number 

one creative city in the city creative index from the Creative Education Institute. He cited: 

 the influence of UK pop music;  

 TV culture and the popularity of BBC programming around the world;  

 Fashion at the cutting edge of street style; 

 designers like Alexander McQueen and Vivien Westwood; 

  ‘Starchitecs’ like Richard Rogers, Thomas Heatherwick, and the late Zaha Hadid; 

  100,000 graduates per year in architecture, design, music, fashion, digital media;  

 Animation and computer games, with internationally renowned studios like Aardman. Tax 

credits support those, along with film. 
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Strength of UK creative industries culture  

The clusters in the UK are unique e.g.  advertising in Soho – where production companies, VFX 

companies, editors, sound designer and music still are and which agencies therefore visit often and 

regard as their cultural heart; the tech cluster at Silicon roundabout and Shoreditch. 

 

Michael Porter, Professor Harvard Business School and author of Clusters and the New Economics of 

Competition believes that these are real business benefits not ‘nice to haves’. 

 

The strength of business institutions in supporting creative businesses is better in the UK than in any 

other market in the world. We get competitors working together, we have great organisations like the 

Advertising Association, ensuring that Government and the world at large understands the critical role 

of advertising in economic growth and the consequence of mooted restrictions on it They ensure we 

are on the front foot, as with Export Month for example, which our Tokyo event was part off, along 

with the IPA’s delegation to Shanghai. We are not sitting around worrying about Brexit, we are off 

building new markets.  

 

Similarly, ISBA and the IPA, whose Advertising Effectiveness Awards studies has generated over 

1500 studies since it was started in 1980 and is the longest running and most thorough advertising 

databank in the world, and Thinkbox, which does an amazing job of championing TV advertising, 

through hard facts. 

 

London is too attractive to leave 

Predictions of bankers, etc. leaving have been toned down. They and their families want to live in 

London. Articles like ‘City spouses block Brexodous’ are typical, citing housing, education, 

members’ clubs and language among their reasons. One professor is quoted as saying “"I wouldn't 

have a problem moving per se, the challenge is finding a city that replicates London's main qualities: 

good jobs, great schools, plenty of real estate options, unrivalled public transport". This is London vs 

Paris/Amsterdam/Berlin, not Birmingham vs Lyon or Manchester vs Rotterdam. Of course the 

English language is key to that and overseas professionals and the leadership of brands in, for 

example China, are more likely to have learned English than another European language. 

 

These human factors are real, as is the critical position of the UK, in terms of sitting between the US 

and Asia, in terms of time zones and as an easy introduction to Europe, a sort of Europe light, for US 

companies. 

 

UK’s business culture 

Steve Davies described the ease of the UK’s business culture. There are strong IP rights enforcement 

and structure; you can set up a company the day you decide to do it, plus the ability to enforce 

contracts and debts. According to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2018, 

which runs to 657 pages, Britain ranks 7th for its institutions overall, including 8th for corruption and 

6th for IP protection. For internet users it ranks 6th; for skills it ranks 13th with ease of finding skilled 

employees ranked 8th within that; for the labour market it ranks 8th and for the financial system it 

ranks 8th and 7th for disputes. 

 

The competition  

Steve Davies looked at the potential competition, particularly Amsterdam, Paris and, Berlin, 

Amsterdam. According to US News global economic rankings, GDP in Holland is $862 billion, in the 

UK it is $2.6 trillion, over three times bigger.  Amsterdam cannot compete as a world city – it is a 

boutique operation.  

 

According to WARC, adspend in France in 2019 is forecast as $18 billion, compared with London’s 

$30 billion. Berlin is not even the centre of advertising in Germany; Hamburg might claim that title, 

or even Frankfurt, Dusseldorf or Munich.  
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According to the World Economic Forum 2019 report, France only ranked 23rd on institution, 

including 23rd for corruption, skills were down in 34th and the labour market is a disaster-ranking: 

140th for their labour tax rate! Germany does well overall but is only 21st for IP protection and 17th 

for ease of resolving disputes. 

 

Steve Davies concluded, “We are in limbo at the moment, which is always the darkest point in a 

decision-making process. It is easy to say I shall leave if Brexit happens – either to campaign to stay 

or just to be dramatic as with every election people say they are leaving Britain if the other party wins. 

It so rarely happens in practice so as to be insignificant. They are emotive positions. The deep-seated 

advantages the UK has in people, business infrastructure, creativity, competitiveness and London’s 

status as Europe’s only global mega city will prevail”. 

 

Second-tier market 

 

Opposing the motion, Matthew Bloxham, Head of EMEA Media, Technology and Telecom 

Research, Bloomberg Intelligence, opened his presentation by quoting his ultimate boss, Michael 

Bloomberg “In God we trust. Everyone else brings data”. This philosophy has guided Michael 

Bloomberg throughout his career. Matthew Bloxham suggested it could serve us well during this 

debate. 

 

Everybody here wants the UK advertising industry’s future to be one of pre-eminence in a highly 

competitive global market. But we must put our emotions to one side. We must be objective and 

consider the facts of the situation. There is, according to Matthew Bloxham, no other conclusion to 

draw about the future of UK industry – the UK is playing second fiddle on the global stage, watching 

other countries take on the baton of creative pre-eminence. To use a football analogy, UK advertising 

is destined to a future playing the role of Arsenal – without doubt a quality team, consistently in the 

top four, but never quite having the money or talent to take the title, let alone win the Champions 

League. 

 

To understand fully why the UK’s position as a global advertising hub is under such great threat, we 

need, first, to unpick the combination of factors that enabled the UK to become such a centre of 

excellence in the first place. Secondly we need to look at what the data is telling us about the future. 

An importantly we need to look at the right data.  

 

Matthew Bloxham outlined the factors that came together to create the fertile ground from which the 

UK advertising industry has grown to creative prominence. First, the UK’s geographic position in a 

European Time Zone. This has put us in the perfect location to connect with both the merging 

economies to the east in Asia, and the old money North American powerhouse to the west. Clearly 

this does not change with Brexit, but it is not unique either. There are 27 countries just a short 

crossing away that share that same natural time zone advantage.  

 

The second factor is the European talent that has flooded to the UK over the last decade. Or more, 

attracted by the opportunities presented by our open, vibrant culture and expanding economy. 

Government figures show that 3.7 million EU nationals live in the UK, about 6% of the total 

population. According to figures from the Advertising Association, about 14% of the industry’s 

workforce comes from the EU, more than twice the national average. These employees have been 

invaluable to the UK’s industry’s ability to present itself to the world as a creative powerhouse. These 

EU nationals are already starting to turn their backs on the chaos. 

 

The third factor is our soon-to-be lost membership of the European Trading Bloc. Combined with our 

infrastructure, transport links and diverse workforce, we have become the obvious choice for 

international businesses to establish their European HQs. Bloomberg itself has doubled down on its 

commitment to London, committing well over a billion pounds to its new building next to Bank, a 

decision made long before Brexit. 
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Many new businesses that chose the UK as their European hub are having a rethink, some by force, 

and others by choice. And now they are starting to implement contingency plans they hoped they 

would not need. These businesses are expanding existing or opening new branches in Dublin, Paris, 

Amsterdam or Frankfurt. And they are being welcomed with open arms, often with generous 

corporate and personal incentives. They are doing this because they need to guarantee access to the 

single market and they simply do not know what the UK’s arrangements will be. The banks are 

leading the change but others are following in their footsteps.  

 

The big holding companies account for a huge share of the UK industry’s revenue and indirectly 

support the rest of the advertising ecosystem. It is worth noting that only one of them, WPP, is 

domiciled in the UK. There is no emotion in big business. If it makes commercial sense to shift 

resources to offices within the EU, they will make those changes and they will be made quickly. The 

holding companies already have a network of staff and offices across the continent and have been 

investing to create campus-style hubs in many of these markets, boosting their potential to compete 

with the UK as centres of excellence. The future might be a network of hubs distributed across the 

region, rather than focused on one country. The future may be a pre-eminent Europe rather than a pre-

eminent UK. Agencies are looking to Europe for their next chapter of growth. 

 

The three-legged platform that has been the foundation of the UK’s historic success has been 

torpedoed below the waterline and the lifeboats are being prepared for evacuation. 

 

The Advertising Association recently heralded the strength of the UK’s advertising franchise with its 

export report – £6.9billion of exports in 2017, up 18% on 2016. Unquestionably helped by the weak 

pound, but still an impressive performance. But this is a backward looking number – a snapshot of the 

industry’s past glories. This is relevant in the case of Brexit, because the UK's economy kept calm and 

carried on for over two years after the vote with everybody pretty much in denial about the pending 

changes. 

 

The full effects of Brexit will not be clear until we actually leave, and how we leave. And the now 

delayed exit date has been approached, the actions of businesses have started to build a head of steam.  

 

Matthew Bloxham went on to look at the health of the economy at large. He began by looking at 

levels of business investment in the economy, as without investment there cannot be growth. 

According to figures from ONS, business investment shrank in every quarter of 2018 and was 0.9% 

lower for the year as a whole. With less investment, growth is unquestionably going to slow. If 

investment does not pick up again soon, that slowing growth will get more pronounced and 

prolonged. 

 

This reduction in business investment is now filtering into the projections economists are making 

about future GDP growth in the UK. Bloomberg’s most recent survey of 57 leading economists paints 

a gloomy picture on the outlook for UK growth. For the second month in a row, economists across the 

financial community cut their projections for growth in 2019, now standing at just 1.3%. Growth in 

2018 was 1.4% – the lowest level of growth since 2012, and has not been weaker since 2009. 

 

Slower growth makes the UK a less attractive place to do business, a less attractive place to live and 

work for our colleagues from the EU. It also means there will be less money to spend on marketing, 

weakening investment in the industry and triggering a negative cycle for talent retention and the 

investment that the holding companies are prepared to put into the UK market. They will invest it into 

markets with a more favourable outlook. 

 

The squeeze on marketing spend is starting to make itself known. The figures in the latest IPA 

Bellweather report (capturing trends up to and including the final quarter of 2018) show for the first 

time in six years, a halt in expectations for growth in UK market budgets. 
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Six years of unbroken growth has come to an end. This is not a blip. But the start of a new negative 

trend in the data. That means less money for the industry and less investment in maintaining and 

developing creative excellence. 

 

The CBI’s latest figures show that retail sales volumes contracted 18% in March, the fastest 

contraction in 17 months. Internet sales slowed to the lowest rate in 12 months. 

 

European talent has been an essential ingredient to the UK’s success. The latest figures from ONS 

which run to September 2019, show that net migration to the UK by EU nationals, whilst still positive 

is now at its lowest level since 2009, and is just 25% of the peak level seen between 2014 and 2016. 

Net migration from EU8 countries (central and eastern Europe) has turned negative. If you look at the 

number of EU nationals in work, that number is in actual decline. The pool of talent helping to fuel 

the industry’s success is shrinking. 

 

Can the industry rely on its historic success as an exporter of creative expertise to compensate for a 

weakening in domestic demand? 

 

Data for the last 10 years from the Gunn 100 Report (now rebranded as the WARC Creative Report) 

showed the UK was ranked number two behind the US, for all but one year, when it dropped to 

number 3. However, the trends show the US is extending its lead in first place. Ten years ago, the UK 

was a close second. The UK’s second place score last year was now less than half of the US score – 

42%. 

 

Ten years ago, the UK’s second place score was almost double that of the third-placed country. Today 

it is just 30% higher than Australia which is ideally positioned to compete for business from the Asian 

markets that we seem to be coveting. 

 

So unless the UK raises its game, the export market is not going to be there for us. 

 

The data tells us that the UK’s position of pre-eminence is already under threat and that the forces of 

change are conspiring to help our rivals mount a successful coup. In a post-Brexit world the UK 

advertising industry will be nothing more than a second-tier market on the global stage. 

 

Talent opportunity 

 

Seconding the motion, Sarah Jenkins, Chief Marketing Officer, Grey London, argued that the UK 

advertising industry is a powerful, forward-thinking titan of talent, experience and success. However, 

it not that that UK advertising is simply too big to fail, it is critically too creative to fall. The same 

creative energy that has driven the UK industry to become the pre-eminent hub will protect it from 

Brexit challenges and power it to even greater impact. 

 

Despite Brexit being unacceptable for many reasons, it will actually provide our incredible industry an 

important pivot point. 

 

We are an industry powered by creative people, which creates a very special momentum. 190,000 

people work in the UK advertising and marketing industry, 190,000 people naturally thinking out of 

the box, looking outwards and being adaptive. This is talent working in one of the heaviest regulated 

advertising nations on the planet, an industry which has experienced one of the most deep-seated of 

recessions and that was amongst the most exposed to the white heat of the digital revolution.  None of 

this has slowed us down as a creative industry; instead it has made us better. 

 

This is an industry that will always move forward. This means finding solutions in our DNA, so we 

will become smarter, more innovative and more resourceful in attracting talent. We shall find better 

business opportunities, for example a move from slow-moving FMCG, to fast-moving and profitable 

tech and the new world order of finance.  
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“We are also naturally and gloriously competitive. We love comparing ourselves with others, happiest 

re-setting the bar. If Amsterdam or Berlin are finding their A-game, bring it on. We are better when 

we are fighting for something, or against someone”. 

 

Our pipeline to creative talent is unmatched. We are an industry that does not own very much – no 

special formulas, nor secret recipes; few of us even own our own buildings. We only have our talent. 

And emerging talent has always and will always seek great talent; they will reach for experience and 

inspiration over a text book all day long. Great talent in turn, recognises the power and potential of 

emerging talent; they too reach out, lean in and support. We are hardwired to attract talent; from an 

incredible 190,000 person-base, our pipeline to new talent is robust one. 

 

Looking at the UK’s creative education offering and the World University Rankings for Art and 

Design, the Royal College of Art is ranked first and UAL second; Glasgow College of Art 8th and 

Goldsmith’s 11th. France has one institution: at number 24 in the top 50; Germany also has one, 49 in 

the top 50 and Holland zero.  

 

We have more brilliantly creative people being powered through more brilliant institutions than other 

European markets combined. 

 

We are an industry that understands the importance of diversity. This goes beyond the commitment 

and energy of our trade bodies, all of which have healthy sustainable initiatives and fierce metrics to 

ensure success. We have our own Diversity and Inclusion taskforce, an informal collective, 70 

organisations working together, across holding companies, from juggernaut networked agencies to 

start-ups. This is a UK collective where as many as one in four people with new talent are now from 

BAME backgrounds, that is building summer schools in major cities across the UK and working with 

education experts to hard-wire advertising into the curriculum. And we shall be powering up more 

UK talent than ever before. The UK does not have a talent problem. It has a talent opportunity. 

 

The UK advertising industry that will always embrace non-UK talent. We need different talent and 

perspective. This is an imperative. We are fortunate that our unique geography, language, culture and 

cities currently attract so much talent to our industry.  Currently almost one in five is non-British 

talent. That tap is not being turned off. The government have already committed to support Tier 2 

Visas and those earning above £30,000 a year – Tier 2 is how many of our non-EU talent already 

arrive into the UK. The government will not let us down. The government will support our industry, 

non-UK talent and the £120bn GDP we contribute each year. 

 

Our creativity is, and always has been, uniquely borderless. UK creativity will certainly not be self-

contained. True global ideas are usually English-speaking and almost always formed from the 

entertainment and cultural epicentres of London, NY and LA; from Adele to Childish Gambino, from 

The Favourite to the Black Panther. English is the predominant language of creativity. 

 

There are emerging world players, Amsterdam has advertising, Berlin tech and Stockholm design. But 

they are all on a small stage and separate cities and entities. They lack the critical creative might of 

London and the UK. Therefore, International business will continue to look to London as a friendly 

and efficient first step into Europe. European businesses will continue to look to London as their 

springboard to the world, because of the language of creativity and the white heat of popular culture 

that sits within it. 

 

Brexit may make trading more challenging, but in truth creativity is a lot easier to transport across 

borders than lorries and boxes.  

 

It is no surprise that despite uncertainty, despite latest calculations showing Brexit already costing the 

UK £360m a week, 1/3 British advertising business operates in Europe and beyond and advertising 

exports are now valued at £6.9bn, up 18% YoY and forecast to continue their upward trajectory. This 
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is proof that although the Brexit pantomime is distracting our politicians and hijacking the front 

pages, industry (including ours) is simply getting on with business.  

 

Creativity gives us momentum, solutions, a desire to compete, an unbeatable approach to talent and 

has built a wonderful, unique critical mass of talented people. 

 

Creativity matters more than ever. Brands and people are shifting towards purpose. Our industry and 

creativity has never been so important because we connect ideas to people. Increasingly this goes 

beyond being useful or being entertaining but creating societal, cultural, economic and political 

impact. We are already seeing this in UK-born but globally celebrated campaigns from Volvo cars to 

Bodyform sanitary towels, from Nike Trainers to the UN’s call for climate change, to name but a few.  

UK-based talent, which in an epicentre of socio-economic-political change, living in the white heat of 

Brexit, will be primed and ready to lead the charge and be the agent for good in a messed-up world. 

 

Brexit means we are dealing with a shifting of the tectonic plates – but when the UK is in flux 

advertising gets better, when we have angst we get better. In short, it will make us more competitive; 

it will mean a greater focus on talent; it will sharpen our use of tech to cross borders; it will make our 

work sharper, existing at a deeper level and therefore we shall be more impactful, against which 

business will always put a high value. 

 

Despite Brexit we shall not just survive but we have the talent, momentum, and critically, the 

creativity to thrive. 

 

European creative hubs 

 

Seconding the opposition, Sarah Taylor, Client Partner, Finch Factor, argued that not only have 

we lacked pre-eminence since the Referendum result, we have been losing dominance for far longer.   

 

Whilst we may benefit from advantageous conditions such as the language we speak and a globally 

recognised cultural context, we suffer from introspection and arrogance. Creativity is not the domain 

of the UK, and the UK is not the only advertising hub adapting to change within the industry. The 

main current differentiator between us and our closest competitors is that while they are inviting 

collaboration and commerce we are isolating ourselves. It is not exactly the differentiator that we 

were after. While they are reinforcing their trading positions, we are powerless even to negotiate from 

a standpoint of basic credibility. 

 

Sarah Taylor lived in Amsterdam for 14 years and worked within its growing creative industry for 16. 

She witnessed first hand how the Dutch have capitalised on the UK’s waning dominance. Since 

returning to the UK she has witnessed how UK brands and creative businesses are now looking to 

cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam as their gateway to sustaining European access in the wake of 

Brexit. And these are no vanity projects. Agencies are not looking to expand in order to create new 

territory. They just want to keep hold of the one they already had. 

 

The Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency has been working diligently behind the scenes to 

encourage and enable businesses to invest in their market. They have not been complacent and have 

not relied on the remnants of a bygone era. They have in their arsenal a haven-like corporate tax 

system, an incentivising 30% tax free allocation for skilled expats, an established understanding of 

work-life balance and a social offering that may not be prioritised by our generation, but is 

increasingly appealing to millennial talent. 

 

Through the NFIA, Sarah Taylor has consulted with far more independent agencies looking to 

establish a presence in the Dutch capital over the last six months than in the last 15 years. The likes of 

Germany, Italy and France, are also keen to operate as European creative hubs. As more cities push 

for dominance, our target should not be pre-eminence but basic survival. 
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Sarah Jenkins commented, “While we speak of exporting our services, all I hear is a plan to 

commoditise creativity and drive boardroom culture. Holding companies or networked agencies may 

do well in this environment, but our home-grown industry of independent agencies will suffer and the 

tacticians that service them are left to fight for the scraps that have yet to be sold to the highest 

bidder”. 

 

The evidence referenced (from Cannes Lions specifically) shows a former dominance from a creative 

perspective. But by turning advertising into an export industry and commoditising creativity we shall 

kill the very core of what we do. 

 

Do we think our 40% strong expat workforce is sitting around waiting for us to demonstrate that this 

direction is going to yield results? They have career paths, families and the desire to work in a 

thriving, welcoming and creative environment.  “Or maybe the plan is to export them too? Those that 

are left, at least”. 

 

According to the Dutch national statistics office, CBS, up until 2016 there was a steady increase in 

Dutch immigration to the UK, but since the Brexit vote, Dutch emigration to Britain has fallen almost 

30%. At the same time, the number of British nationals heading to The Netherlands continues to rise. 

In 2018, 40% more British people departed our shores than in 2015. 

 

We have been patting ourselves on our backs for perceived dominance for the past ten years and 

navel-gazing for the past four. We have paid no attention as countries like The Netherlands have been 

upskilling, upselling and out-bidding us.  Corporate incentives have seen the likes of Nike, PVH 

(Calvin Klein and Tommy Hilfiger), Unilever, Diageo, Danone and Netflix, establish their European 

headquarters in The Netherlands. Not in response to Brexit, but in response to a sustained strategic 

growth plan over the course of the past years by the Dutch Government. 

 

We are not entitled to pre-eminence just because we once had it. And if we think that a post-Brexit 

world is one in which the UK advertising prospers, we have intrinsically misunderstood what drives 

our industry in the first place – creativity, connectivity and diversity within our ranks. 

 

 

Discussion from the floor 

 

For the motion 

 The contributor found the words ‘despite Brexit’ in the motion very depressing. He suggested 

it should be ‘because of Brexit’. More people are watching TV; more people are going to live 

events. French and German musicians are coming here to play.  Brexit has only been a 

concern for two years and is not affecting creativity. 

 The contributor also hated the expression ‘despite’. The problem lays with our MPs not the 

concept of Brexit. Uncertainty is a killer of business. Businesses provide wealth but have to 

deal with what the politicians throw at us. You don’t give up because of Brexit; you just get 

on with it. If we leave or don’t leave, we shall make a success in advertising. 

 

Against the motion 

 Creativity is not defined by nationality. Advertising agencies are powerful because of 

diversity. The UK is now the central hub but we should be worried that agencies will move. 

 We have to move from thinking nostalgically of how the UK stood in the past. The discussion 

is about now and the global scene. Industries are going east. 

 Lots of creative industries use freelance talent and are not supported by the Brexit scene. 

 One of the reasons the UK creative industry is so strong is because it supports creativity in 

schools and education in the arts. The economy may not able to support this in the post-Brexit 

landscape. 
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Uncertain 

 The government does not give tax breaks to the advertising industry, although it does support 

the film industry. The industry itself supports its own talent. Can we expect more support for 

our sector? 

 

Summing up 

 

Summing up for the opposition, Matthew Bloxham declared that he is British and does not want to 

live anywhere else. However, at the moment he can take his talents elsewhere.  Increasingly, people 

will not be able to come here to work. We have benefitted from the EU, especially in respect of 

services. Once we leave, our position gets massively weakened. 

 

While lots of businesses say they have not planned for Brexit, in fact they have. People will be 

leaving the UK.  People are very mobile. We in Britain are educating people from all over the world, 

but increasingly they will take their talents elsewhere. Young people here will be disenfranchised. 

 

Look at where Amazon and Netflix are spending money. $15bn input is going to continental Europe, 

not to the UK. Big ad agencies like WPP and Publicis are investing in the US, not the UK.  

 

Summing up for the motion, Steve Davies acknowledged that uncertainty creates anxiety, but at some 

stage this uncertainty will be over. We have a strong position – Britain has always risen to a 

challenge: we enjoy competition. Amsterdam has worked with UK-based companies, and we shall 

still have access to talent. London is brilliant and it has been built on international talent. Successful 

creatives will continue to want to join our culture. The UK is a supportive environment for the 

advertising business. 

 

The result 

 

The motion was defeated. 

 

Next debate 

 

The next debate will take place on Monday 20th May 2019 sponsored by Marketing Agencies Action 

Group.  For more details contact Doreen Blythe, Debating Group Secretary, e-mail:  

doreen.blythe22@btinternet.com 
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